moved mountains to give you this beautiful panoramic view!," "BREATHTAK-ING panorama," and "View that must be seen." Views were often linked explicitly to modern architecture and its glass walls; "Magnificent panoramic view from your wall of glass living room" "View-Modern," "Unobstructed oceanmountain view. Plenty of glass." Likewise, subdivisions were named to highlight the view: "Grandview Park," "Mountain View Homes," "Sunland View Estates," "Hillview Park Estates," and "Green View Homes." "Panoramic View" was sometimes used as a place heading in classifieds, appearing just before "Pasadena," and "Hilltop View" occasionally preceded listings for Hollywood.'" With views thought to be a major motivator of sales, appraisers could no longer treat their evaluation of them so casually. It was during this period, the early 1940s, that "view:" began to appear as a line item on appraisal forms. By 1951, the National Real Estate and Building Journal asserted that "rule number one" of planning a home was to focus on the site. This was less a matter of square footage than it was of finding the view and then fixing it in a house plan: "Instead of going to the lot with a measuring tape, I take along a surveyor. We determine the location that will get the best view .. 
